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ABSTRACT 

Bipolar junction transistois (BJTs) are widely 

analog applications, and as an essential component 

used in a variety of digital and 

in BiCMOS cirmits. As the 

operating power and device geometry of bipolar junction transistors in VLSI technology 

are aggressively reduced to sub-micron dimensions, the effect of the device's noise 

becomes increasingly important to the overall performance of BJT-based circuits, 

particularly for communication applications. 

In this theqis, a low frequency noise model for bipolar junction transistors that 

caq predict thcir nnisr, power under different operating conditions was developed. This 

model contains two low frequency noise sources: one due to diffusion noise which arises 

from mobility fluctuation, and the other due to GR noise which arises from the 

generation and recombination (GR) of carriers through trapping centers. Together with 

the current and emitter area dependence determined from the experiments, these two 

noise sources were combined into a single expression that gave good agreement with a 

wide range of low frequency noise data in BJTs as a function of frequency, temperature, 

base current and emitter area. This good agreement indicates that diffusion noise and 

GR noise are the dominant noise sources in the bipolar transistors studied, and a simple 

simulation m d e l  can be formulated using these two noise sources. A collector current 

fluctuation m d e l  due to fluctuating occupmcy of the traps in the depletion region was 

also developed in this project in order to provide a physical explanation for the current 

ma emitter area dependence observed. Based on this model, a simple way of measuring 

. . the mp activahm energy fra~ the wise dzta was discevered and verified. 

For the experiments, seven bipolar transistors with emitter areas varying from 

1.6pm2 to 144p.m2 were used, and the noise measurements were performed at ten 



temperatures between 283K to 373K with more than five biasing currents at each 

temperame, and at frqiencies from lOHz to l!?OGYz. The variation of the current 
Sib(f) 

noise power spectra Sib(f) with the base current ib shows that - is approximately 
iby 

constant with y z 2. Curve fitting the experimental carrier number fluctuation  AN^ 

using the GR noise model showed that Sib(f) is proportional to the square of the collector 

current, and inversely proportional to the square of the emitter area. This experimental 

frnding has a significant effect on the noise performance of small emitter area BJTs, for 

example, a reduction in area by results in almost an order of magnitude increase in the 

current noise power. A Fermi-level calcularion indicates that the corresponding 'trap 

levels are close to 330 meV below the conduction band. Experhentally deduced 

relationships between the current noise power variation with emitter size and base 

current were in good agreement with predictions based on the collector current 

fluctuation model due to trapping centers in the depletion region developed for bipolar 

junction transistors in this research. Both the experimental results and theory developed 

add to present understanding, and to previously published information on low frequency 

noise in bipolar junction transistors. 

In addition to the provision of a noise model that is simple enough to be used 

for simulation purposes, and detailed enough to describe the variation of flicker noise 

with fkeq~ency, temperature, base current and emitter area, the significance of this thesis 

work also includes the understanding of the noise characteristics of present and emerging 

bipolar transistors. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 

Noise is some unpredictable and unwanted fluctuation that, when added to a 

signal, reduces the information content of that signal. The 'statics' heard in a radio, the 

'snowy screen' of a television, and the fluctuation of a d.c. signal around its expected 

value are all examples of electronic noises. Noise in charge caniers defines the lowest 

limit of a signal that can be detected. Below this limit the signal would be 'drowned out' 

by the background noise. Electronics noise therefore directly affects the accuracy of 

measurements and the minimum power of a signal that can be used in a circuit to 

transmit information. 

Since noise is random in nature, it is represented as a time varying random 

kc variable X(t) in noise theory. .The mean value, X, of X(t) and the v ance of X(t) 

about its mean, AX2 , are two important parameters for characterizing the random 

variable X(t). Another important characteristic of a random signal is its spectral density 

function (SDF). The spectrum density function of a signal describes how a signal 

distributes its power at different frequencies. From definition, SDF represents the time 

averaged noise power over a one Hertz bandwidth at any given frequency f. A white 

noise is a particular lund of noise which has a SDF that is constant for all frequencies. 

Thermal noise generated from a resistor and the shot noise generated in a current are 

white noises at low frequencies. In this thesis, the term 'noise power spectrum' would be 

used interchangeably with the term 'spectral density function'. 

Noises d w y s  exist in e!ectmnic signals. A d.c. current I(t) or voltage V(t) is 

actually the summation of an ideal d.c, component and a fluctuating a.c. component. 



The SDFs of a d.c. current I(t) and voltage V(t) are represented by S,(f) and S,(f) and 

abbreviated as their 'noise power spectra'. These noise spectra describe how their noise 

powers distribute at different frequencies. The noise voltage generator Vn(t) = .\IS,(o 
and noise current generator I,(t) = are defined such that the total noise power of a 

circuit can be evaluated by applying a.c. circuit theory to these quantities. 

1.1 Noise in VLSH Bipolar Transistors 

Bipolar transistors are widely used in a wide variety of analog applications and 

are now being considered as competitive candidates for some digital qplications. 

Miniaturization though very large scale integration (VLSI) is a key method to increase 

the integrability and speed of these devices, and allows more devices to be packed 

together into a single circuit. For example, Intel's i486 microprocessor has more than 

1.2 million transistors built into a single VLSI circuit with 50 times the performance of 

the original IBM PC. However, new problems are created in the process of 

miniaturization, among which the effect of "noisy" carriers is one of the most 

troublesome problems. 

As charge carriers move through the miniaturized circuit, their interaction with 

objects inside the conduction channel create disruptions to the flow of the carriers similar 

to the way a rock creates 'rapids' inside a stream. The crystal lattice, space charges, 

impurities and lattice imperfection inside a conduction channel interact with the charge 

carriers and create fluctuations in both the number and the mobility of the carriers. 

As the device size is being reduced aggressively, larger number of transistors 

are being packed into a single circuit to increase functionality and speed. The noise 

generated from these noisy carriers accumulate in the analog signals as these signals 



propagate through each transistor in the circuit. As more and more transistors are packed 

together, the accumulated noise power eventually becomes comparable to the signal 

power and affects the performance of the overall circuit. This is why the noise effect of 

caniers can no longer be ignored and must be carefully considered in designing 

'sensitive' circuits. Since many analog circuits also operate at low frequencies, and since 

VLSI technology will be used to implement high complexity analog circuits, the low 

frequency noise of bipolar transistor in VLSI technology must be studied in detail and 

reduced to a level that is low enough for the proper functioning of the current and future 

advanced circuits. 

1.2 Noise Simulation 

Due to the long turn around time and the expensive cost of the actual fabrication 

of a VLSI circuit, noise simulation becomes a realistic alternative to determine whether 

the overall noise performance of a circuit would be good enough to allow a circuit 

function properly. In order to perform accurate noise simulation, a good noise model 

should be simple enough for large scale simulation and powerful enough to predict the 

variation of noise for a complete range of operating conditions such as different 

frequencies, temperatures, d.c. biases and device areas. The noise models currently 

implemented in HSPICE for bipolar transistor includes those of the flicker noise, shot 

noise and thermal noise. However, these models, only allows variations in the biasing 

level and frequency while other important factors like the device area and operating 

temperature have not been included. Without the ability to simulate the noise 

performance at different emitter areas and operating temperatures, devices of identical 

structure but with different device sizes must then be characterized separately for their 

noise model and each device has to be characterized at a range of operating 

temperatures. Furthermore, generation-recombination noise, which is a very important 



type of noise that affects the noise performance of most modern transistors, is not 

included in these models. 

1.3 Goal of the Project 

The primary goal of my M.A.Sc project is to investigate how the low frequency 

noise of some modem bipolar transistors varies with temperature, biasing conditions and 

their emitter areas, and to provide explanations for the variations observed. During my 

research, a one dimensional space-charge region carrier trapping model for bipolar 

transistors was developed to provide a physical explanation for the phenomena observed. 

This model takes into account the effects of the electrons trapped in the space-charge 

region on both the modification of the conduction channel resistance and the diffusion 

current. 

Another goal my project is to develop a low frequency noise model for the 

bipolar transistors investigated. With suitable use of fitting parameters, the proposed 

model should be simple enough for simulation purposes and accurate enough to predict 

how the noise power varies at different frequencies, biasing conditions, temperatures and 

device sizes. Our noise model includes two noise mechanisms. One due to mobility 

fluctuation (diffusion noise), and the other is due to the generation and recombination of 

carriers through trapping centers (GR noise). Together with the current and emitter arca 

dependence determined from the experiments, these two noise sources were combined 

into a single expression that gave good agreement with a wide range of flicker noise data 

in BJTs as a function of frequency, temperature, base current and emitter area. This 

good agreement indicates that diffusion and GR noise sources are the dominant ones in 

the bipolar transistors studied, and a simple simulation model can be formulated using 

these two noise sources. 



For the experiments, seven bipolar transistors with emitter areas varying from 

1.6 i.im2 to 1UPm2 were used, and the noise measurements were performed at ten 

temperatures between 283K to 373K with more than five biasing currents at each 

temperature, and at frequencies from lOHz to 100kHz. The variation of the current 

noise power spectra Sib(f) with base current ib show that Sib(f) / ibY is approximately 

constant with ~ 2 .  The experimental results also show that the generation-recombination 

noise peaks at 303K and 355.5K. Curve fitting the experimental carrier number 

fluctuation  AN^ using the GR noise model shows that  AN^ is proportional to the 

square of the collector current, and is inversely proportional to the square of the eaitter 

xea. Tftis experimental finding has a significant effect on the noise performance of 

small emitier area BJTs. For example, a reduction in area by results in almost an order 

of magnitude increase in the current noise power. 

In summary, the significance of my thesis work is its contribution to the 

understanding of the noise characteristics of present and emerging bipolar transistors and 

the proposal of a simple yet accurate simulation model for these modem bipolar 

transistors. 



Chapter 2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Classification of Various Noise Sources in Bipolar Transistors 

There are different kinds of noise sources in a bipolar transistor as shown in 

Figure 2.1. Flicker noise and generation recombination noise (GR noise) are low 

frequency noise because they have relatively higher noise power than other noise sources 

at low frequency. 

lmportant Noise Sources in 
Modern Bipolar Transistors 

Gemration 
Flicker ( I / ( )  -recombination Shot Thermal 

Noise Noise, Noise Noise 

Burst Noise 

Low Frequeny 

Noise 

Figure 2.1 - Common noise sources in a bipolar transistor 

1 
i 

Flicker noise is characterized by a - spectrum with y close to unity. This is also why the 
fY 

name iif noise is also used to describe this kind of noise. This type of noise can be 

explained either by mobility fluctuation or number fluctuation. It is believed that 

mobility fluctuation is caused by the interaction of carriers with slowly fluctuaring 



longitudinal acoustical-phonon populations. Number fluctuation is caused by the 

fluctuation in the number of carriers across the conduction channel. Flicker noise due to 

mobility fluctuations is described by the following equation, 

where x is the quantity in which flicker noise is measured, a is the Yooge's constant, N 

is the number of carriers and f is the frequency. The number of carriers can be expressed 

in other terms including the current, the saturation velocity and the length of the device 

[43 equation 41. Since flicker noise is one of the noises being investigated in this 

project, it will be explained in detail in next section. Shot noise [I] is a result of the 

passage of discrete charge carriers across a barrier where the carriers pass independently 

of each other. In a semiconductor material, shot noise is modelled as a current source in 

parallel with the dynamic impedance of the noise generating barrier. Shot noise in 

bipolar transistor can be represented by two shot noise sources : one originateing from 

the collector current that can be represented by 

and the other originating from both the emitter and base current that is represented by 

2 i2 = 2 q ( I E + I B E ) A f  (2.3 

Thermal noise [2] is caused by the random motion of the current carriers; it produces a 

fluctuating electromotive force across its terminals. The thermal voltage noise power in 

a semiconductor material can be represented by [I], 



where R is the resistance of the conduction channel. Generation-recombination (GR) 

noise is caused by the trapping and detrapping of carriers by traps or dislocations inside a 

semiconductor material. Due to the random trapping and detrapping of carriers, the total 

number of carriers fluctuates and this in turn causes the resistance of the cond~ction 

channel to fluctuate. Similar to flicker noise, GR noise is the main topic being 

investigated in this thesis and will be discussed in detail in the next section. Burst noise1 

[3] is also a form of GR noise. It consists of random pulses of variable length and equal 

height. Sometimes the random pulses seem to be superimposed upon each other. A 

typical GR noise can be described by the following equation: 

s (Et - EF) 
where the trapping time constant T = TO exp , 

o is the frequency,  AN^ is the variance of the fluctuation of the number of carriers. At 

low frequencies, the power of flicker noise and GR noise are larger than the power of 

other noises and are critical to the low frequency performance of low frequency analog 

circuits. 

Fundamental Noise and Non-Fundamental noise 

Noise source inside a semiconductsr material can be classified as fundamental 

and non-fundamental depending on the nature of the noise source. A noise source is 

hndamentai if it is related to the basic operation of a device and cannot be eliminated as 

fat as the operation of the device is ceaeemed. Noii-fundmerital noise zirz iioise soilices 

If dislocations are not present at the emitter edge, then the burst noise can be produced at the space 
charge region of the device if a trap is present. 



that can be removed without affecting the operation of a device. In bipolar transistors, 

GR noise is non-fundamental noise because GR noise originates from 'avoidable' traps 

and can be reduced by reducing the number of traps or defects through improved 

fabrication technique. On the other hand, flicker noise originates from the 'unavoidable' 

crystal scattering and collision during the diffusion of charge carriers which is critical to 

the operation of a bipolar transistor. It is therefore fundamental to the operation of a 

bipolar junction transistor, 

Van der Ziel explained in 141 that carrier trapping by and detrapping from traps 

results in non-fundamental noise sources. These traps may be in the device's conduction 

channel, in the oxide near the conducting channel interface, or in a space charge region, 

and they cause a Lorentzian or 1/f type noise spectra. They are called non-fundamental 

because the magnitude of their spectra is proportional to the trap density. Their noise 

effect can thus be strongly reduced by eliminating most of the traps, On the other hand, 

there are other noise sources that are fundamental to the operation of the device and must 

exist as far as the operation of the device is concerned. For example, noise sources due 

to various scattering mechanisms in collision-dominated devices and the Bremsstrahlung 

Ilf noise in collision-free devices are unavoidable in the operation of the device. They 

are therefore called fundamental noise sources. 

2.2 Low Frequency Noises in Bipolar Transistors 

To date, most researchers agree that among the many types of low frequency 

noises in bipolar transistor, the dominant ones are hffusion noise and generation- 

recombination noise [4]. Diffusion noise in bipolar transistor is one kind of flicker noise 

and is fundamental to the operation of the transistor. Generation-recombination noise, as 

explained previously, exhibits Lorentzian or l/fB type of spectrum and is non- 



fundamental. Five major low frequency noise sources in a modem bipolar transistor are 

listed in Table, 2.1. In additional to Table 2.1, Table 2.2 lists the two other low 

frequency noise sources that are inherit in a poly-emitter npn transistor which is the type 

of bipolar transistor being used in our research and under the measuring conditions used. 

Location Type of Low Frequency I Source 11 

Table 2.1 The five major flicker noise sources in a bipolar transistor 

II Noise 

E-B hole diffusion 

E-C electron diffusion 

base surface near the B-C 
junction [9] 

I Location I Type of Low Frequency I Source 

Fluctuating occupancy of holes 
in surface oxide traps T6-83 

Fluctuating occupancy of holes 
at dislocations in the E-B space 

charge region 

E-B space charge region at the 
oxide's smface 

I 
GR (Number fluctuation) 

Mobility Fluctuaticn 

Mobility Fluctuation 

Recombination noise 

Table 2 2  Two additiocal noise sources in a poly-emitter transistor 

- - 

[6-81 
hole current injected from the 

base to the emitter 
electron diffuse from the 
emitter to the collector 

holes recombined in the base 

I 

2.3 Noise Theory for our Measurements 

As ~ , ? r _ p ! ~ d  previomly, our Iew frequency mise m d e l  ccntains f~n&mentzl 

E-B space charge region 

noise (diffusion noise) and non-fundamental noise (GR noise) and it is formulated as 

GR (Number Fluctuation) 

Poly-silicon interface which 
control the base current [lo] 

nun-ohmic metal to p-type 
polysilicon contact in the 

extrinsic base 1131 

Noise 
Recombination noise 

Recombination noise 

hole recombination at the p l y  / 
monosilicon interface and in 
the polysilicon itself 11 1-1 21 
hole recombination at the p- 

type plysilicon contact 



in which S, (f) represents spectral density function of the fundamental diffusion noise 

and S,, (0 represents the SDF of the non-fundamental GR noise. S,(Q is modelled using 

both the classical Hooge's model due to Langevin's noise source [14-17,421 ailti 

Kleinpenning's mobility fluctuation theory for electron emitter-collector diffusion noise 

[6, '71. The non-fundamental flicker noise S,, (0 causes Lorentzian type of flicker noise 

spectrum and is modelled using McWhorter's model [20]. The origins of the two noise 

sources used in the model are illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

Noise Source # 1  Noise Source #2 

- from lattice scattering - from trapping & detrapping 
of holes 

- Flicker Noise (Diffusion Noise) - GR Noise 
- Fundamental - Non-fundamental 
- causes mobiliiy flud~alion - causes number fluctuation 

Figure 2.2 Origins of the two noise sources used in the mode1 

2.3.1, Number-Flucfruaiion and Mobility-fl uctuation 

According to Van der Ziel [2], a semiconductor channel of length L with N electrons of 

mobility p has a channel resistance of 



From the above equation, 

From equation (2.7b), both the mobility and the number of carrier fluctuations lead to a 

fluctuation in the channel resistance and cause a fluctuation in the overall voltage and 

current. If the fluctuation in mobility and number are independent then 

where x denotes the average value of the random variable x. Therefore noise in voltage 

and current is due to fluctuation in the conduction channel's resistance that originate 

from both the mobility fluctuation and number fluctuation. In our theory, we assume 

that the flicker noise (diffusion noise) contributes noise through mobility fluctuation 

while the non-fundamental GR noise contributes noise through number fluctuation. 

Besides the mobility and number fluctuations, there are other noise mechanisms that 

contribute to the total low frequency noise : 

s (0 
in which is the mobility fluctuation which originates from the diffusion fluctuation 

g2 

through 

carriers. 

Wr3 
the Einstein equation Dq = krp. 7 is the fluctuation in the number of 

SC(f) 
c2 is the fluctuation in carriers which only happens in a relatively long n+-p 



Scn(f) 
diode since part of the injected caniers disappear by r..,combination, - cn2 is the 

fluctuations in the contact recombination velocity S,, at the ohmic contact (Scn = 1 0 7  cm 

s-I ). In devices where ?he mobility fluctuation predo=ina.tes, the mobility fluctuation 

term 
s (0 

is much larger than other term and the total low fkquency noise Sf (f') 
p2 

becomes 
s (0 
. If both the number fluctuation and mobility fluctuation dominate, then 
p2 

23.2. Isolating the Noises in the Base-EmiHer Region 

In this section, we are going to discuss how different external circuit 

configuration would enhance the noise power of one or more of the noise sources inside 

a bipolar transistor. By adapting the results in [7] to our npn transistor in a common 

emitter configuration, we will show that the circuit configuration used in our 

experiments enhances the noise sources at the base-emitter junction. Figure 2.3 shows 

the main current flow and the biasing scheme in our npn transistors, We usc a common 

emitter conngxation because it employs the natural amplification of the device instead 

of using an external amplifier which might introduce unwanted noise to our results. 



Figure 2.3 - Main current flows and the biasing scheme in our npn transistors 

In Figure 2.3, rs is the variable external source resistance and was set to 1OkQ in our 

measurements. The collector voltage Vce was kept constant at 5V while the base 

voltage Vb was kept constant at a level corresponding to the desired collector current. 

IEn is the electric current (from collector to emirterj due to the electron diffusion from 

the emitter to the collector. 1 is the currenr component due to the hole injected from 
EP 

the base into the emitter. IR is the recombination current component in the emitter base 

space charge region. In a bipolar transistor, the three noise sources that generate most of 

the low frequency noises are 

1) the fluctuating occupmcy - of holes or electrons by traps or dislocations in the base or 

emitter space charge region and in the oxide surface (the fluctuation in current due to 

this source is represented by &IR), 

2) mobility fluctuations due to holes interacting with phonons cause 1/f noise in the 

electron current IEn diffusing from the emitter to the collector (the fluctuation in 



current due to this source is represented by 61En), and 

3) mobility fluctuations due to the hole current IEp injected from the base into the 

emitter (the fluctuation in current due to this source is represented by GI&. 

These three possible causes are represented as current sources SIR, 61Ep and 61Ep in an 

equivalent circuit first reported in [21]. This circuit is also modified and applied to our 

npn transistors, as shown in Figure 2.4. 

Figure 2.4 - Equivalent circuit for our npn transistors which is a modification cf the 
one reported in [21] 

The two base current sources are combined into an equivalent noise source, im = 61R + 

61 and the emitter collector current source is renamed as if, = &IE,. Current and EP 
voltage noise spectral contributors such as I k T rb, 4 k T r, Sifb, 2kT/gm etc shown in 

Figure 2.5 are obtained from squaring all the noise sources in Figure 2.4. Since all noise 

spectral contributors in Figure 2.5 are input referred, spectral contributors at the output 

side were divided by the msconductance of the transistor g,2 to obtain the input 



referred voltage spectral contributors. The overall natural amplification factor AmSi,,, 

that amplifies the input referred spectral contributors to the measurable voltage noise 

spectra is 

Since the collector shot noise power 2 e Ic Af (3 x or -205 dBA for the 

maximum Ic = 10 mA) is well below the ampiified flicker noise and GR nois: l e d  

(>l@17 A&% or -170 dBA), we did not consider shot noise in our calculation. 

r, (1 0 kohms) 
Ouan-Tedr 

noise 
measurement 

system 

WGwt 

Figure 2.5 - Common emitter circuit with input referred voltage spectral contributors 

From Figure 2.5, the voltage noise spectra measurable at the coilector ou~put is given by 



Using a high source resistance configuration (Rs = 10kQ >> rb = 100Q), equation (2.11) 

reduces to 

The input referred current noise spectra would be the measured current voltage noise 

spectra divided by p2 R~~ : 

S. 
At low frequency (f < IWHz), the l/f portion of our spectra [ + $1 dominates and 

is above the shot noise (2 e IB) level : 

L C  + - - S since p = 100 SHRs,'nput referred = 'iD P2 = $,, 

Therefore, our high source resistance Rs configuration isolates Sim at low frequencies. 

Since we defined Ifb as 61R + &IEp7 we get 

Therefore, we are effectively measuring type 1 and 3 low frequency noises described 

previously in section 2.3.2. Therefore the fluctuating occupancy of holes or electrons by 

- 17 - 



traps or dislocations in the base or emitter space charge region or in the oxide surface, 

and mobility fluctuations due to the hole current I injected from the base into the 
EP 

emitter give rise to the measured noise power. 

2.3.3. Theories for Generafion-Recombination Noise 

Generation-recombination (GR) noise in bipolar transistor is a non-fundamental 

low frequency noise' which arises from the trapping and detrapping mechanism of traps 

or crystal dislocations which may be in a conducting channel, in a space-charge region, 

or in a surface oxide. Generation-recombinacion noise can be reduced through better 

fabrication techniques by which surface and bulk defects, including both the surface 

trapping centers and the bulk crystal structure dislocations, can be reduced. It has been 
- 

suggested in [7] suggested that the fluctuating occupancy of carriers in oxide surface 

traps or in dislocations in the base or emitter space charge region modulates the surface 

recombination velocity and results in flicker noise. Using this idea, a mathematical 

model for this type of flicker noise is developed and it will be presented in next section. 

GR noise can be caused by electron traps or hole traps. As explained in [2] for 

trapping centers in the forbidden gap, one distinguishes electron traps when the center 

interacts mainly with electron in the conduction band and hole traps when the center 

interacts mainly with holes in the valence band. In addition, xcombination centers are 

distinguished by the fact that both of these processes occur, that is interaction with both 

electrons from the valence band and holes from the valence band. For electron or hole 

traps, there is one time constant per trap level, whereas for a recombination center, one 

has two &EX constant per type of cefitsr. Although there tire two time colistmts per 

center for a recombination center, usually one of the two g-r spectra is much more 

pronounced than the other. As will be shown in the experiment section later, our 

- 18 - 



calculation for the trap level in om devices suggests that the traps that exist in our device 

should be electron traps rather than hole traps. GR noise, S,, (f), is modelled using the 

McWhorter's model [25] which is a summation of a group of Lorentzian-type of flicker 

noise spectrum and is 

s (Et - EF) 
where 7i = 5i0 exp k T  ' 

ziO is a constant, Et is the energy level of the trap and EF is the Fenni energy level. For 

the case of having only one trap, the above two equations are simplified to 

The derivation of equation (2.16) is given in Appendix II. 

2.3.3.1. Noise Power and the Fermi Level 

Using the quasi-equilibrium approximation discussed in [22] ,  we assume that 

the quasi-Femi levels remain flat throughout the depletion region of the p-n junction in 

a bipolar transistor. The band diagram with both the electron quas i -Fed  level (EFn) 

and hole quasi-Fermi level (EFp) for a actively-biased NPN transistor is shown in Figure 



Figure 2.6 - Band diagram of a NPN transistor in t h e r m a l W > i u m  (top figure)and 
under bias (bottom figure) 

The total number of traps being occupied by caniers depends on the both the Fermi-level 

and the temperature. The fractional occupancy of traps is obtained from Fermi-Dirac 

statistics and is 

where E, is the trap level and EF is the Fermi-level of the caniers which can be 

calculated from the following six equations based on the Maxwell-Boltzmann 

approximation : 



These equations were used to determine the Fermi levels discussed later in Chapter 3. 

Since the Fermi level EF varies with temperature, then ft also varies with temperature, 

and, as shown in Figure 2.7, ft = 0.5 when EF = Et. In other words, the quasi-Fermi 

level in a p-n junction represents the energy state at which the probability of occupancy 

of a trap by a mobile carrier is exactly one-half, and therefore, a trap with Et = EF would 

be half of the time empty, and half of the time filled. The trapping and detrapping 

activities of a half filled trap is strongest and therefore results in the maximum noise 

power. The shape of the GR noise spectrum in the noise power versus temperature 

graph is that of a inverted valley. We simply refer this shape as 'hill' shape for 

simplicity. The "hilltop" (the maximum point) in a GR noise is reached when the Fermi- 

level crosses the trap level. Figure 2.8 shows the GR spectra corresponding to 5 

different trap levels in a neutron-irradiated JFET that was reported in [23].  



Conduction Band 
C B 

L. 

k- Electron traps mostly empty 

aI Efn Electron traps 50% full - 
W 
X 
P 
a, 
c - Electron traps always full 
a, 

(, Efp ...................................... 
- 
W 

Valence Band '* f (E) Election Trap Fractional occupacy 
t 

Figure 2.7 - Since the quasi-Fermi level represents the energy state at  which the 
probability of carrier occupancy is exactly one-half, traps with energy near the Fermi- 

levei would have half of the time empty and haEf of the 
time filled 

1 

Figure 2.8 - Equivalent noise resistance versus temperature with frequency as a 
parameter in a neutron-irradiated JFET [K. K. Wang, A. Van der Ziel, and E. R, 

Chenette, IEEE Trans. Electron, Devices, ED-22,591 (1975).] 



Using the fact that the quasi-Fermi level is a function of temperature, one can directly 

vary the Fermi-level by varying the temperature. Peaks of GR noise are then observed 

as Fermi-level crosses any trap energy level [2] .  Since holes are injected from the base 

into the depletion region in our npn transistors, traps inside the depletion region with 

energies near the hole quasi-Fexmi level would have the strongest trapping and 

detrapping activities and produce the highest GR noise power. At room temperature, 

hole traps with energy that are a few mV higher than the quasi-Fermi level would be 

very quiet, since these traps would be full all the time. Hole traps with energy few mV 

lower than the quasi-Fexmi level would also be very quiet, since these traps would be 

empty all the time. An analogous situation applies to electron traps. 

Since a large portion of a GR peak was observed in our experimental data, we 

should be able to determine the corresponding trap energy levels by calculating the 

quasi-Fermi levels. Since the high source resistance (R,) circuit configuration was used 

in our experiments, both the flicker noise and GR noise measured should originate from 

the base emitter region similar to that reported in 171. Furthermore, whether the traps 

that generate the GR noise are hole traps or electron traps has to be determined from 

experimental results by calculating the value of the quasi-Fermi level for the 

experimental conditions used. 

2.3.3.2. The Collector Current fluctuation Model based on Fluctuating Occupancy 

of Traps inside the Depletion Region 

From our experiment, we found that the fluctuation in the number of carriers 

AN' in expression (2.16) depends on both the emitter area and collector current. A 

one-dimensional collector current fluctuation model based on the fluctuating occupancy 



of traps inside the depletion region for  AN^ was developed to provide a physical 

explanation for the experimental results obtained. This model provides a physical 

understanding of why the noise power is proportional to the square of the collector 

current and inversely proportional to the emitter area. It is one-dimensional because 

field variations in all directions except the one along the conduction channel are 

neglected. This model is based on the assumption that carrier fluctuation originates 

from generation-recombination centers in the space-charge region, and that the 

fluctuation in number of carriers modulates the diffusion current. The fluctuating 

occupancy of traps in the surface oxide was not included in this analysis because it is 

believed that the traps in the depletion region affect the collector current more directly 

than those in the surface oxide through the modulation of the depletion width. Traps in 

the depletion region of a bipolar transistor should therefore contribute more to the 

overall noise than those in the surface oxide. In some cases, surface traps can also 

generate noise with power comparable to that generated from the traps in the depletion 

region, any other motivation of analysis more than that of providing a physical 

explanation for the phenomena observed must take the effects of surface traps into 

consideration. Our theory was developed for the noise generated from the traps in the 

depletion region only. Van der Ziel has done a detailed derivation for a JFET, readers 

are suggested to refer to the Appendix A.2. of [2]  for more information. For a planar 

NPN transistor as shown in Figure 2.9, let A be the effective emitter area of the 

transistor, nt be the trap density per unit volume, AV be an elementary volume element, 

ANt be the number of trapped electrons in AV, ft be the fractional occupancy of the 

traps, zt be the trapping time constant, ND be the donor concentration in the emitter 

region of the npn transistor, and NA be the acceptor concentration in the base region. 



E 

Eleclron Diffusion 

Effective Conduction Channel 

Effective Emitter Area (A) 

Electron Diffusion 

Figure 2.9 - The effective conduction channel in a NPN transistor 

Since ft  is the fractional occupancy of the traps [2 ] ,  then 

If ANt fluctuates by an amount of &ANt then 

- 
2 

with ANt = 4  ntf t  (1 - ft)AV. 

Assuming that the trap fluctuation SAN, in an elementary volume AV = Axl A in the 
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base depletion region as shown in Figure 2.10, then this fluctuating occupancy of traps 

- Space Charge Regions .----t 

Figure 2.10 - A trap fluctuation 6ANt in an elementary volume AV = AxlV in the base 
depletion region 

located in the space charge region would modulate the width of the depletion region by 

an amount of Ab, which affects the amount of diffusion current flowing through the 

depletion region and modifies the resistance of the conduction channel immediately 

adjacent to the depletion region. This depletion region width modulation is governed by 

Possion's equation, as explained below. Applying Possion equation to the base-emitter 

depletion region results in : 



where f(x,y,z)=l inside AV, and f(x,y,z)=O otherwise, Directions x, y md z are defined 

as showing in Figure 2.10. The first term represents the space charges inside the 

depletion region and the second term represents the additional charge due to the 

fluctuating occupancy of traps. For a one-dimensional approximation, we ignore the 

field variations perpendicular to the collector current. In other words, we have 

and 

d dY ?Y dY 
->>- > > -  dx d y ' d x  dz' 

With the approximations, equation (2.22) becomes 

where f(x)=1 for xl < x < xl+Axl, and f(x)=O otherwise. Let Y1 be the potential due 

to space charge only and Y, be the potential due to the trap fluctuation only, then the 

charge density, electric field and potential of our one-dimensional model would be that 

shown in Figure 2.11 and 



Original Space Charge (d.c.1 Trapwd Charae [as,) 

Figure 2.11 - The charge density, electric field and potential of our one-dimensional 
space-charge region trapping center model 

Integrating from x=O to the end of the space charge region, x=b, and using the 
boundaries conditions deduced from Figure 2.1 1, that 

1 b 0 ,  --- 
dx - EEO 

atx = 0, 



then we can solve for Y(x), to get 

At the depletion boundary, x=b, we have 

For a first order approximation, we ignore the influence of the trap on the width of the 

depletion region at the other side of the junction. Taking the derivatives of Y(b,xl) with 

respect ro b and xl, we get 

Assuming that the base voltage is held constant by an external voltage source (Vk) and 

that the base resistance is zero, we set Y=O to obtain 6b in terms of 6AN, Axl 

Eapation (2.31) indicates that a oap fluchtadon &ANt produces a base-width modulation 

would decrease to compensate the extra charge trapped inside the depletion region. The 

modulation of the depletion region width directly affect the emitter collector diffusion 



current which is related to the effective base length LB by 

Taking the derivative of I, with respect to LB and noting that 6LB = 6b, we get 

61, -AqD,nq,  -- Vbe 'ce - 'c 
6 b -  exp (F) (1 + -) = - 

LB2 'af L~ 

Let AIc be the total change in coIlector current due to all traps, and Ab be the total 

change in base-width due to all traps. Then, the incremental change in 61, due to an 

incremental change in Ab is 

Using Fourier analysis and equation (2.20) and (2.21), we get that 

Comparing (2.36) with (2.16), the variance of the fluctuation in the carrier number is 



The most important relationship obtained from this one-dimensional model is that, from 

this modulation mechanism, the model suggests that the collector current noise power 

should be proportional to the square of the c~llector current and inversely proportional to 

the emitter area. Experimental ~ s u l t s  indicate that there is a power relationship between 

ASic(f) and l,Power with the powe&. For the emitter area dependence, the 

experimental results were that  AN^ is inversely proportional to the square of the emitter 

area, instead of inversely proportional to the emitter area found from the theory. This 

discrepancy in the power of the emitter area is probably due to the f i s t  order 

approximation used in this model, the non-uniform current flow inside the conduction 

channel, the neglect of the surface oxide traps and the possibility of the effect of other 

second order noise mechanism that happen concurrently with the assumed mechanisms. 

The motivation in developing this model was to provide some physical explanation for 

the phenomena observed, rather than to provide a precise prediction of the noise level 

that requires more details than are available with a one-dimensional first order model. 

2.3.3.2.1. Determining the Trap level energy from the experimental data using 
this modell 

Due to the limited temperature range in the experimental data, only part of the GR 

feature can be recognized. Curve fitting the experimental data to determine the peak of 

the GR noise spectra a d  then calculating the cemspen0ing Fe-i-!eve! would give a 

comparatively large error. However, by differentiating equation (2.36) with respect to 

the reciprocal of temperature, the trap energy level can be determined from the rising 

edge of the GR spectrum. The use of the falling edge rather than the peak would allow 



more data points to be used in the calculation, and the results will therefore be more 

accurate. First of all, we substitute the trap fractional occupancy in (2.17) into our noise 

model in (2.36) and let 

After simplification, we get 

As explained earlier in section 2.3.3, the GR spectrum has the shape of an inverted 

valley, and the Fermi-level is equal to the trap energy level at the maximum point of a 
Z 

GR noise spectrum which has the factor as the trap activation term. 
l+o z 

Considering the denominator of the trap activation term at different temperatures, we 

have that, 

on the rising edge of the GR noise spectrum (T << Tpeak), w 2 T 2 >> 1, (2.40a) 

on the falling edge of the GR noise spectrum (T 22 Tpak), o 2 .t 2 << 1. (2.40b) 

A similar situation occurs in the denominator of the fractional trap occupancy factor 



at the peak ('I' = Tpeak), 

on the rising edge (T << Tpeak), 

and on the falling edge (T >> Tpeak), 

Now applying equations (2.40) and (2.41) to (2.39), we get that on the rising edge, 
equation (2.39) becomes 

T,, , -llg L: - - natural log and differentiating with respect to ID,  we get 

Rearrange this to get, 

d (In Si) 
in which EF can be calculated from equation (2.18), then 

d (1D) 
can be measured from 

rising edge of a In (Si) vs 1/T curve. Therefore, by plotting the GR noise spectrum 

versus the fecigrocal of temperature, one can determine the trap level energy. It will be 

shown in the experimental section that a trap-level energy that agrees with the quasi- 

Fermi level method was determined using equation (2.43). On the rising edge, equation 

(2.39) becomes 



9 E,(T) 
In the experiment section, the slope of is shown to closely follow the slope of 

the experimental data. Furthermore, since K contains the emitter area factor, a plot of 

the y-intercept in equation (2.44) versus the emitter area allows us to determine the 

dependence of GR spectrum on emitter area. It will be shown in the experiment section 

later that a straight line was observed in a log-log plot of GR noise power versus the 

emitter area, with the noise power being inversely proportional to the square of the 

emitter area, 

2.3.4. Theories for Flicker Noise 

2.3.4.1. Fundamental Flicker Noise 

Flicker noise in modem bipolar transistor is a fundamental low frequency noise 

which is mainly caused by the diffusion of carriers. Diffusion noise is the main flicker 

noise source because the major current component in bipolar transistor is the diffusion 

current. The collision and scattering between carriers and the lattice phonons during 

diffusion are the main mechanism that produces mobility fluctuation and the 

fundamental flicker noise. The diffusing carriers that generate noise could be those 

carriers diffusing from the emitter to the collector, or those carriers injected from the 

base into the emitter. There are different kinds of scattering and collision mechanisms in 

the &Eusion process of a bipolar junction device, and each of these mechanisms can lead 

t~ a diffei~t  expression for the: diffrtsicm type flicker noise. However, lattice scattering 

and ionized impurity scattering are the two most important scattering mechanisms in a 

bipolar transistor. The contribution of each of these mechanism at a given temperature 



can be estimated by finding the mobility of the charge carriers. The mobility is material 

and temperature dependent, and is an important parameter for devices in which the main 

current is that due to drift. At low temperatures, carriers have low thermal kinetic 

energies and low thermal velocities and have long passage time through ionized 

impurities. With reduced phonon acuvities, lattice scattering is reduced relative to 

ionized impurities scattering. Therefore ionized impurity scattering mechanism is the 

dominant scattering mechanism in most semiconductor devices at low temperatures. On 

increasing temperature, the collisions due to ionized impurity scattering become 

relatively less important when compared to collisions with neutral atoms of the lattice 

because the lattice atoms vibrate about their mean position with an amplitude that 

increases with temperature. The higher the temperature, the larger the effective capture 

area of the lattice atoms. Thus lattice scattering is the key scattering mechanism at 

higher temperatures. Since the total mobility would be heavily affected by the scattering 

mechanism with the shortest scattering time, the total mobility would be that of ionized 

impurity scattering at lower temperatures, and dominated by that due to lattice scattering 

at higher temperatures. Equations that give a good fit to the experimental data for the 

mobility of electrons (p,) and holes (ph) in silicon have been presented in [22] and are 

described by equations (2.45a) and (2.45b) below 

where T, = T/300. In Figure 2.12, the three solid lines represent the electron and hole 

mobility calculated fiom these equations using the doping levels for our transistors. The 



solid line at the top represents the mobility of the majority electrons diffusing from the 

emitter to the collector. The other two solid line at the bottom represent the upper bound 

and low bound sf the mobility of the minority hole injected from the base into the 

collector. The upper bound and lower bound were calculated using the highest and 

lowest doping concentration in the base respectively. The rising dashed line is the 

physical models 1241 for mobility due to ionized impurity scattering (pi) as given in 

equation (2.46) and is proportional to T~~ while that due to lattice scattering (pJ is 

given by equation (2.47) and is proportional to T - 3'2-. 

Here El= is a proportionality constant commonly referred as the deformation potential, p 

is the mass density, v, is the sound velocity in the semiconductor with v: = c/p and c is 

the elastic constant. The rmge of temperature for our measurements is between 273K 

and 373K as indicated by the region bounded with the two vertical dash lines in the 

figure. Since the calculated electron and hole mobilities lie within the lattice scattering 

region (the T - ~ R  falling portion), our calculation indicates that lattice scattering rather 

than ionized impurity scattering dominates the scattering process in our device. This is 

an important conc!usion ihat will be used in formulation of our noise model later. 
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Figure 2.12 - The electron and hole mobility calculated for our devices indicate that 
lattice scattering rather than ionized impurity scattering dominates 

Besides ionized impurity scattering and lattice scattering, there are other high energy 

collisions that could occur in our devices, but to a smaller extent at room temperature 

than at higher temperatures. Umklapp process is one of these high energy processes in 
h h 

which an electron gives up a momentum - to the lattice or accepts a momentum from a 

the lattice (where a is the lattice spacing and h is the Planck's constant), and is scattered 

into the next Brillouin zone. Since momentum is not conserved, the collision is inelastic. 

This inelastic collision is also an integral part of our noise model. 

2.3.4.2. Mobility Fluctuation Theory for Diffusion noise 

Using the theory developed in [25], the hole current noise spectrum in a short 

p+-n diode due to mobility fluctuations, which is the current noise spectrum due to the 

emitter-collector diffusion current IE in a p+-n-p transistor could be written as P 



where 9 is the Hooge's constant [ 41 for holes, idp = w2/2 Dp is the diffusion time 

constant for holes through the base region, wg is the base width and P(0) and P(wB) are 

the hole concentrations per unit length at the emitter side and the collector side of the 

base, respectively, and Dp= k T I$ is the diffusion constant for holes. Similarly, the 

current noise spectrum due to electrons injected from the base into the emitter is 

where a, is the Hooge's constant for electrons, id, = w2/2 D, is the diffusion time 

constant for electrons through the emitter region, wE is the emitter width and N(0) and 

N(wB) are the electron concentrations per unit length at the base side and the metal 

contact side of the emitter, respectively. The diffusion time constant id, is related to the 

cutoff frequency of the transistor by 

1 
fT = -. (2.50) 

=dn 

I, 
Assuming IEp >> IR , then - = Ib = . Using equation (2.50) and modifying (2.49) for P IEP 

our npn transistor, we obtain the equation for the diffusion noise due to mobility 

fluctuation wcurring in the hnks iajected f r ~ ~ l ?  the base intc! the emitter as 



Ib in the original equation is replaced by Ic because the collector current is measured by 

our system directly. To estimate the ratio we follow the method in [14, equation 
P(wE)7 

A71 which gives 

where vs is the saturated drift velocity and, for silicon, is equal to 

Using (2.52) in equation (2.53), we can now calculate a minimum value for the Hooge's 

parameter for holes as 

where the subscript min denotes minimum. By measuring the base current noise Sib (f), 

collector current I,, and knowing the device parameters of the bipolar transistors 

including the current gain P, the cutoff fkequency fT, the emitter width wE, then equation 

(2.54) allows us to calculate the minimum Hooge's parameter for holes. As shown in the 

experiment section, the Hooge's parameter for holes determined from our experiments 

has a value between 3 x to 5 x and lies in the range of Hooge's parameter 

reported by other researchers, as illustrated in next section. Equation (2.54) is valid only 

when the diffusion noise arising from the base emitter hole diffusion current is the 



dominant noise source in the base emitter region. We will show later from our 

experiments that the dominant noise in our transistor is @R noise in base-emitter region. 

Although the diffusion noise is not the dominant noise source, it still plays an important 

part in fitting our model with the experimental data. 

2.3.4.3. The Hooge's parameter used in the Diffusion Noise Model 

The Hooge's parameter appears in equation (2.51) and (2.54) has been proposed 

by Hmge 1261. Based on data obtained for many different materials, he postulated that 

where N is the effective number of carriers, a is a universal dimensionless constant of 

about 2 x that is only weakly dependent on temperature. However, it is now 

believed that the Hooge's parameter is not a universal constant and is several orders of 

magnitude smaller than the proposed value for some devices. As we will show later 

shown in the experiment, section, the Hooge's parameter for holes determined from our 

experiments has values which range from 3 x for small devices with an emitter area 

of 1.6pm2 at low temperatures to a value of 5 x lo-' for large devices with an emitter 

area of 1 4 4 ~ m ~  at high temperatures, and these values agree closely with the Hooge's 

parameter values reported by other researchers. Different expressions for Hooge's 

parameter have been reported for different flicker noise mechanisms and depending on 

the nature of the noise source, the effective Hooge's parameter could be a combination of 

one or more Hooge's expression given below : 



4% A V ~  -- for collision-fie device operation, [2728] 
37t ,2 

4~ 6kT -- for normal collision process2. [I41 
37t m*c2 

4a0 for Urnklapp collision process3, [Id, 29-3 1] 
3" mac 

400 2 - -  
37C 3 for coherent state flicker noise source,[32-331 

2E -- for fluctuation in carrier injectior, acmss junction barrier 134-361 
3~ m c2 

4% (kLe(v&f - V) + 6kT) 
* in. for fluctuation across junction barrier, [34-351 

3" ( (m$) IR + ("p) ) 

4% 2 - (Ego- IEg I),, for recombination of electron in the p-region contacts. 1371 3~ 

The way to combine the above Hooge's expression is to multiply each expression by an 

probability factor which is equal to 

Normal collisions are elastic collisions with a Maxwellian velocity distribution, 
In an Umklapp poxes, an eiecnon can Hve up a momentum !.hi to the lattice or accept a 
momentum h/a &om the haice, while being scattered into the next Brillouin zone. 



2 
where p i is the carrier mobility due to a particular type of scattering mechanism. The 

effective Hooge's pararneter g, can be calculated from the Hooge's parameter for 

different scattering processes using the following equation, 

A derivation for this expression using Mathiesen's rule is shown in Appendix I. Based 

on the experiments in [38-401, two probability factors were introduced in [14] for elastic 

collision process and non-elastic collision process : 

-8 
(1 - e x p f ~ )  for elastic process (normal collision process) and 

-8 
eW@ for non-elastic (Umklapp collision process} 

where 8 is the Debye temperature. Since good fitting to the experimental data using 

Umklapp collision (non-elastic collision) and normal collision (elastic collision) were 

obtained in [14], these results will be used in our model, as given by equation (2.58b) 

beI0-37. 

CL= p2 
ap = aelastic 2 + anon-elastic 2 

p elastic p non-elastic 

Using (2.56b) for normal collision process and (2 .55~)  for Umklapp collision process 

and the two probability factors, the expression for the effective Hooge's parameter 

becomes 



where 8 is the Debye temperature and is equal to 645K for both p-type and n-type silicon 

and 350K for CaAs. 



Chapter 3 Experiment 

3.6 Devices Under Test (DUT) 

For the experiments, seven bipolar transistors with emitter areas v q i n g  from 

0.5 x 3.2 pn2 to 14.4 x 3.2 p n 2  were used, and the noise measurements were performed 

at ten temperatures between 283K to 373K with more than five biasing currents at each 

tem?eralun, md at frequencies from 10Hz to 100rcHz. Each noise measurement was 

repeated at least 30 times. Figure 3.1 summarizes our measurement procedures for noise 

measurement with different frequencies, biasing currents, temperatures and device sizes. 



Measure the d.c. transconductance 
of the DUT at Vce=4V, 5V & 6V 

I Measure the input referred noise 30 times I 
/ at 1 OHz, 1 OOHz, I kHz, 1 OkHz and 100kHz / 

Calculate the mean value and 
the standard derivation I 

Repeat all the procedures above for 
10 different base currents 

I 

Repeat all the procedures above for 
10 different temperatures I / 

Repeat all the procedures above for 
6 different device sizes 

Figure 3.1 - A summary on our measurement procedures for noise measurement with 
different frequency, biasing current, temperature and device size 



The chemical doping profile of the device used is shown in Figure 3.2. The 

transistors used in the experiment have an Arsenic doped emitter, a Boron-d~ped p type 

base and a Phosphorous doped n-type collector. D.C. characteristic measurements 

including the measurement of the forward and reverse current gains, base, collector and 

emitter internal resistances were performed on the HP 4145B Semiconductor Parameter 

Analyzer. 

Figure 3.2 - The chernim! doping profile of typical n p  t,rmsistr)rs wed in the 
experiment 



3.2 The Noise Measurement System 

A block diagram of the measurement system is shown in Figure 3.3. The 

equipment used to measure input referred noise of the transistors is the Quan-Tech 

Semiconductor Noise Analyzer model 5173 which biases the device's collector voltage 

to 5V and a constant collector current level as shown in Figure 3.4. Input referred noise 

power were measured at five frequencies (lOHz, 100Hz, IM-Iz, 10kHz and 100kHz) 

simultaneously using five bandpassed noise measuring units. 

Quan-Tech 
remote test' 
station 

Wafer* Probe S tn tion 

Hot Chuck 
Temperature 

Controller 

Qua-Tech 
Semiconductor- 
Noisc Ana1yzc1- 
Model 5173 

I-IP 9153C Computer 

Figure 3.3 - Block diagram of the noise measurement system 



bipolar junction transistors being measured were placed in the prober stati-ii: 

illustrated in Figure 3.3 which is connected to the Quan-Tech remote test station and ths; 

hot chuck temperature controller. The hot chuck temperature controller heats the hot 

chuck using d.c. current. The measured noise data were collected and statistically 

analyzed with an TIP computer. Due to the high sensitivity of the Quan-Tech 

measurement system, each measurement required a period of at least 50 seconds to 

stabilize the noise readings. External interference including the effect of someone 

walking by the equipment would affect the measurements results. The system's transient 

response and the effect of external interference were investigated and the results were 

summarized in Figure 3.5. 

-&- 

Collector 

Bandpass at f , I 
I 
! 

Polysilicon 

i 
I 
I 

source; 
I 

vbs I 
I 

1 

I p base / 
n-weil 

Figure 3.4 - The biasing scheme and circuit configuration of the noise measurement 



Figure 3.5 - The QuanTech system's transient response and the effect of external 
interference. 



3.3 The Analysis Procedures 

Figure 3.6 illustrates the analysis procedures for our noise data. Input referred 

current noise collected at the five measurement frequencies was plotted in a graph of 

noise power versus frequency as shown in graph A. Assuming our noise data are l/f? 

type with P = I, 

then 

Since f, can be any frequency, by setting f, = 1, then 

Equation (3. lc) indicates that multiplying all noise data by their measuring frequencies 

is the same as normalizing all noise data to 1Hz. This idea allows us to draw conclusion 

from data measured at different frequencies. By repeating the measurement In graph A 

at ten different base currents, and normalizing all noise data to IHz, the dependence of 

the input referred noise power on base current was determined as shown in graph B. The 

y-intercept (KF) in this log-log graph is actually the noise power normalized to a base 

current of 1A because the base current is 1A at the y-intercept. Since KF is the noise 

normalized to 1Hz and a base current of lA, KF is used to compare the noise level of 

different devices. The slope of the line (AF) indicates the exponential dependence of the 



repea l  
___3 

with diff. 
b a s e  currents 

A 
Frequency 

I - - 
B Base Current 

repeat with diff. emitter areas I 
L. 

Z 
Emitter Area Emitter Area 

with diff. temperatures 
L. 

a, 

different 

Q, 

z Emitter Area 
I 

slope analysis 

Temperature 

J 
Emitter Area 

J Temperature 

Figure 3.6 - Analysis procedures for the measured noise data 

noise power on the base current. By repeating the above procedures for seven different 



emitter areas, the variation of the y-intercept (I@) and the slope @Fj can be found a 

shown in graphs C and D. It will be shown in the result section that AF is found to be 

varying slightly with the emitter area and has an average value of approximately 2. The 

measured noise power is therefore closely proportional to the square of the base current 

for all emitter areas. All the above procedures were repeated for 10 different 

temperatures between 273K and 373K, as shown in graphs E and F. By analyzing the 

variation of the slope of each line in these graphs, the variation of the slope of the lines 

in these graphs can be plotted as a function of temperature as shown in graph G. 

Furthermore, the normalized current noise KF is found to be inversely prgportional to 

the square of emitter area from graph G. Using the model developed in this research, the 

trap activation energy can also be found by plotting the normalized noise data versus the 

reciprocal temperature as shown in graph I, A GR noise profile can also be observed for 

different emitter areas by plotting the normalized noise data versus temperature as shown 

in graph J. Finally, improvements of the noise mociel were made based on the results in 

graph B and C, and this improved noise model was used to fit experimental results 

shown in graph A (variation with frequency), graph I (variation with temperature) and 

graph J (variation with both emitter area and temperature). 



Chapter 4 Results and Discussion 

4.1 D.C Characteristics 

The d.c. and noise measurement results are pxsented in this chapter, and 

comments will be made and conclusions will be drawn. A typical i,-Vk characteristic 

and forward beta plot of one of the transistor used in this research were shown in Figure 

4.1 and 4.2 respectively. Noise measurement were made only in the linear region of the 

i,-Vbe characteristic before the onset of high level injection and after the region where 

the recombination current dominates. 

Figure 4.1 - A typical i,-Vbe characteristic of the transistors used 



Figure 4.2 - A typical plot of forward current gain P versus Ic characteristic of the 
transistors used 

4 2  Variation with Collector Current 

An example of the input referred noise spectra measured at different collector 

currents is shown in Figure 4.3. 17ie iow frequency noise spectra were found to have a 

I/# dependence with P 2 0.8. The noise spectrum decreases as the collector current 

decreases, following the trend of the flicker noise model. The flicker noise in our 

measurements is much higher than the white noise and the corner frequency is beyond 

the measurable frequency range of 100kHz. 



Ic in mi+ Frequency in Hz 

Figure 4.3 - Typical input referred voltage noise spectra measured at different collector 
corren!~ 

Using the external base resistance and the forward beta measured for each collector 

current, the measured voltage noise and collector current were converted into current 

noise and base current respectively. Then by normalizing the noise data at different 



frequencies to f Hz, the data was plotted in a graph of log (normalized current noise) vs. 

log (base current). Figure 4.4 is a typical log-log graph of normalized current noise vs. 

base current. There art: two separate regions in this graph : 

I) the white ncise region where the flicker noise is drowned out by the white noise and, 

2) the flicker noise region where the flicker noise dominates. 

In this region, the current noises of different frequencies overlap with each other since 

they are d l  normalized to f Hz. Due to the nature of the flicker noise, the noise levels at 

high frequencies are lower than those at lower frequencies. Whzn the base current 

decreases, the current noise at 100 lcHz levels off into the white noise region faster than 

those st tower frequencies. 



Uatch 60 Wafcr 23 Die I37 Device Z l l  NPN30 Temp=7CiC 

Figure 4 4  - A typical graph sf log input referred current noise normalized to 1 Hz vs log base 
current. 

The flicker noise region where noise curves of different frequencies overlapped is the 

region where AF (the slope of the flicker noise region) and KF (the y-intercept of the 

flicker noise region) should be calculated. These flicker noise parameters relate to the 

flicker noise power by 

- AF 
1 

Si (PHzj =KF - where yr 1 and AF E 2 
fl .- 

A possible dependence between the noise power and the base current is 



Figure 4.5 illustrates how AF and KF are extracted from the noise data by performing a 

linear fit on the data points in the l/f noise region. AF was determined from the slope of 

the best fit line and was found to be 1.36 [log A/ log (A~/Hz)] for a device with an 

emitter area of 96 pm2 measured at 70C. KF was determined from the y-intercept and 

was found to be 2.987B-14 A ~ / H ~ .  As shown in Figure (3.51, within one standard 

deviation of the current noise data, AF should lie within 1.05 to 1.40. T,hs noise data at 

100 Hz was used to determhe AF and KF for most devices. Figure 4.5 illustrates how 

AF and KF are extracted from the noise data by performing a !inear fit on the data points 

in the l/f noise region. 



Batch 60 Wafer 23 Die B7 Device Z11 NPN30 Temp=70C 
1.361 

l/f noise model : current noise = 2.987E-14 ' base current 

0.00001 

Base Current in A 

Figure 4.5 - AF and KF were extracted from the noise data by performing a linear fit on the 
data points in the Ilf noise region 

4.3 Variation with Emitter Area 

The above measurement and analysis procedure were applied to devices with 

different emitter areas. M s  measured from different device sizes were then plotted vs 

device size as shown in Figure 4.6a. A linear relationship was observed in the graph of 

log AF vs log device size. A least square line fitting process was then applied to this 

~ a n h  to deteminc the relationship between _4F and h e  device size- =--r-- 



log AF = -0.0286 log A + 0.300 L- 

1 10 

Emitter Size: Multiples of .4 x 0.8 umA2 

Figure 4.6 AFs measured from different device sizes were then plotted vs 
device size to determine how AF varies with the device size. A linear relationship was 

observed in the graph. A weak emitter area dependence was observed in the AF 
measured. 

Based on these data, the relationship of AF with device size was 

log AF = -0.029 log A + 0.30 

where A is the device size in multiples of (3.2 pm2). It can be concluded from this 

graph that AF, which is the exponential dependence of the noise power with the base 

current, only weakly depends on the emitter area. Similarly, as shown in Figure 4.7, 

ICF"s determined were plotted on a graph of log Kf vs log device size in which a linear 

relationship was observed. Eased on these data, the relationship of KF with device 



1 10 

Emitter Size : Multiples of 4 x 0.8 umA2 

Figure 4.7 KFs measured from different device sizes were then plotted vs device size to 
determine how AF varies with the device size. A linear relationship was observcd in 

the graph. A weak enlitter area depcndcrlce was observed in the AT: measured, 

emitter size was found to be 

log KF = -153 log A - 9.63 (4.4) 

where A is a multiple of 3.2 p12. Notice that KF, the noise power normalized to 1Hz 

and lA, is strongly dependent on the emitter area. 

4.4 Variation with Temperature 

The same procedures for finding the AF and KF with varying device size was then 

repeated at 10 different temperatures: lOC, 20C, 30C, 40C, 50C, 70C, 85C, 86C, 92.5C 

md 100C, Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the best fit models for both AFs and W s  

measured with respect to device size at different temperatures. For clarity purposes, 

only those that OC, 50C lOOC are shown in the figures. 



Figure 4.8 Best fit models for AFs measured for different device sizes at OC, SOC and 100C. 



Figure 4.9 Best fit models for KFs measured for different device sizes at OC, SOC and 100C. 

Table 4.1 summarizes the least square slopes and the error ranges measured for KFs at 

different temperatures. Figure 1.10 shows the dismbution of these values at different 

temperatures. An average slope of -2 indicates that the noise power is inversely 



proportional to the 

This experimental 

square of the emitter area. 

finding has a significant effect on the noise performance 

emitter area BJTs, for example, a reduction in area by results in almost an 

of small 

order of 

magnitude increase in the current noise power. This results will be used in the 

development of a noise model for our npn transistors. Note that the magnitudes of the 

least square slopes reach a minimum at 30C and 86C. 

Table 4.1 The least square slopes and the error ranges measured for KFs at different 
temperatures. 

Temperature Least Square Max. 
Slope , 

Min. 
Slope Slope 



0 X) 40 60 &O 100 

Temperature ('C) 

Figure 4.10 The slopes of the best fit models for KFs vary with temperature. KF is the noise 
power normalized to 1Hz and IA ,  the slope value shown here represents the exponential 

dependence between the noise and the emitter area. A average slope of -2 indicates that the 
noise power is inversely proportional to the square of the emitter area. 

According to the our theory, a plot of the noise spectrum versus the reciprocal 

temperature would give the trap level energy on the falling linear portion and the quasi- 

fermi level at the rising curve, Figure 4.11 shows a typical example of this kind of plot 

in which the straight line on the left side corresponding to the rising edge of a GR noise 

peak and the curve on right side corresponding to the falling edge of a GR noise peak. 

Fitting a straight line into the data points on the left side in Figure 4.1 1 and using 

equation (2.43), an trap energy of 0.837 eV was determined. 



Emitter area = 4 r- 0.32 p.m 2 

\ experimental data 

bcst fit line \a 

Figure 4.11 In a plot of the noise spectrum for a npn transistor with an emitter area of 
12.8 pn2 versus the reciprocal of the temperature, an trap level energy of 837 meV 

above the valence band was determined. 

The activation energies determined from similar line fitting for all transistors with 

different emitter areas as listed in Table 4.1 below 



I Emitter Area [j.i.rn2] 
T rap Energy [meV] 

Table 4.2 The activatim energies transistors with different emitter areas 

1 x 3.2 
2 x 3.2 
4 x 3.2 
15 x 3.2 
30 x 3.2 
45 x 3.2 

Using N, = 7 x 1017 cm-3 for the base and N, = 1 x 1019 cm9 for the emitter. and 

912 + 12.3 
810 f 14.6 
837 + 6.3 

801 i- 16.4 
781 + 13.2 
785 f 6.1 

assuming complete ionization of the dopants at temperature higher than 50C, the Fermi 

Average : 821 f 5.4 

level for hole and electron are calculated as 121 meV and 943 meV above the valence 

band, According to our theory, the slope of the right side of Figure 4.11 should be 

equal to & Ef (T). In order to verify our theory, we plot the function & Ef (T) + C, 

where C is a constant for vertical offset, on the same graph with our experimental data . 
The theory is rcrified if we find the slope of & E&T) + C matches with the 

experimental data. Figure 4.13 compares the experimental data with our theory. The 

solid line is & Ef (T) using Fermi-Dirac approximation for calculating EdT) for 

intermediate temperatures. The dashed line is & Ef (T) + C using the function for E&T) 

for low temperatures. These results indicate that our theory and the experimental data 

are in good agreement. 



Figure 4.12 Compare the function 5 EF(T) + C predicted from our thwry with the 

actual experimental dab. The dark line is & EF(T) + C using Fermi-Dirac 

approximation for calculating EF(T) for intermediate temperatures.. The dash line is 

& EF(l') + C using the function for EF(T) for low temperatures. 

Using the trap energy ctf 821 rneV above the conduction band determined from 

experiment and an appropriately sdected time constant in our noise model which is 

discussed in detail in next chapter, goud agreement: between the original data and model 

results as shown in Figure 4.13 are obtained. In this figure, we can only model one of 

t!e two GR mise petilks because the falling edge ~f the ether GR noise does not contain 

infomation on the mp level energy . 



cxpcrimcntal data 

Temperature [K] 

figure 4.13 Using the trap activation energy of 0.88 eV determined from experiment, a 
good agreement between the original data and model results are observed 

4.5 Hooge's Parameter for Holes 

Using equation (2.541, the minimum values of the Hooge's parameter for holes 

for different device sizes and tempzratures are calculated and summarized in Table 4.3. 



Table 4.3 The minimum vallres of the Hooge's parameter for holes for different 
device sizes and temperatures 

The Hooge's parameters summarized above are in good agreement with the values 

reported by other researchers: 8.5 x for n-type silicon at 300K in [14], 9 x for 

n-channel MOSFET in [4@, 9.3 x for the base region of pnp BJT in [41] and 7.1 x 

for n-channel jFETs in [15,44l, A comparison of om Hooge's parameters 

determined from experiment with the values reported by other researchers is shown in 

Figure 4- 14. 
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z! our experimental values 
" determined from eat (2.54) 

Figure 4.14 A comparison of our Hooge's parameters determined from experiment with 
the values reported by other researchers 



Chapter 5 ode1 and Modelling Resuits 

5.11 Nature sf the Model 

Our flicker noise m d e l  for bipolar transistor is a semi-empirical noise model 

which is consisted of two parts : 

1) the fundamental noise part for flicker noise mobility fluctuations and 

2) the non-fundamental part for GR noise. 

A precise physicd noise model is difficult to obtain because the theoretical model in [25] 

only provides a lower limit for the Hooge's parameter. However, as will be 

demonstrated in the next section, the combination of fundamental flicker noise and a 

number of non-fundamental GR noise produces good fitting to a large number of 

experimental data. Once the fitting parameters are determined, this simulation model 

can closely fit noise data with different frequency, biasing current, temperature and 

emitter area The first two independent variables are supported by the simulation model 

cieveloped here, while the latter two are made possible after this research work. The 

fundamental part of our noise model is a term that increase slowly with temperature 

while the non-fundamental part depends heavily on temperature. 

5-2 Physical and Fitting Parameters for the Model 

Before the noise model can be used for the noise simulation of a given bipolar 

transistor, the device parameters for the device must be extracted and the fitting 

parameters have to be determined, The meanings of the inputs parameters for both the 

Bicker noise mode1 and the GR noise model are given in Tables 5.  f and 5.2 respectively. 



Fundamental Flicker Noise (Diffusion Noise) 

Device 1 AE 
Parameters 

Transit time = 2, (electron life time) / pdc 

Emitter and base width 

Donor and acceptor concentration 

Emitter area 

Fitting parameter for fundamental flicker noise 
(<=Emitter Area2). Account for the area 
dependence constant and the fact that our physical 
model give only an lower bound for the Mooge's 
parameter rather than the exact value 

Table 5.1 Meaning of the inputs to the flicker noise model 

1 Non-fundamental GR Noise 1 
1 (for each trap) 

Table 5.2 Meanings of the inputs to the GR noise model 

G 

Cd 

5.3 Definition of the Noise Mode1 

pre-exponential time constant 

trap energy level 

Emitter area 

Device 

Parameters 
Fitting parameter for non-fundamental flicker 

noise power (independent off ,  T, I,) 

As described in last section, the actual model is a sumination of the fundamental 

flicker noise model and a non-fundamental GR noise models and the noise power is 

20 

% 
A, 

where n is the number of traps involved. The definition of the two models are defined 

in Table 5.3 and 5.4 below, 



I Flicker Noise Model Definition 
I 

I where 

I - _-- 4~ 6kT 
% ~ ~ t i c  - anorsna~ - 3 m* c2 

is the Hooge's parameter for elastic collision, 
I 

is that for non-elas tic collision, 

9 1, 
&-n' kT is the transconductance of the transistor, 

cbe = 
s E TF 
k T  is the junction capacitance of the transistor 

Dh P_o - 
PWE) = WE v, is the hole concentration rtitio at the emitter boundaries, 

kT 
Dh = g ph is the diffusion constant for holes, 

wifh T, = Tj3W and Vs = 
2.4 x 105 

T is the saturation velocity. 
1 + 0.8 exp (a) 

Table 5.3 Definition of the Flicker Noise Model for Bipolar Junction Transistors 



GR Noise Model Definition 

(for Bipolar function Transistors) 

where 

1 
ffi = 

is the trap fractional occupancy, s (Eti - EF) 
l + e x ~  kT 

4 Eai 
T~ = zoi exp (-i;~-) is the trapping time constant 

Eai = (E, - Et> for electron trap and (Eti - E,) for hole trap, 

m and n are device dependent constants and are determined to be 2 for our devices. 

Table 5.4a Definition of the GR noise model for Bipolar Junction Transistors 

GR Noise Model Definition 

- (for Junction Field Effect Transis tors) 

where 

Ea 
. T ~  = .ro exp (F) is the trapping time constant, 

E, = (E, - Et) for electron trap and (El - Ev) for hole trap, 

Cnf is a constant independent of temperawe. 

Table 5.4b DefiEion of the GR noise model for JFETs 



The GR noise model for 3FETs in Table 5.4b is different from that of a BJT in Table 

5.4a since the trap occupancy factor ft (1 - ft) in a JFET is treated as a temperature 

independent constant as shown in [45] and [46]. The differences in the treatment of ft 

(1 - ft) comes from the structural and operational difference of the two devices. 

5.4 Definition of parameters used in the Models 

The m e d n g s  the syrnbls used in the model definitions are given in Table 5.4 and 

Table 5.5 : 

I I fitting parameter I noise power offset from theoretical minimum I 
Nd 

w~ 

- - - - - 

Table 5.5a Constants and variables used in the fundamental flicker noise model 

T~ 

Q 

t3 

Cb 
k 

h 

* 
m 

I c 

device parameter 

device parameter 

emitter donor concentration 
at the base-emitter junction 

effective emitter width 

device parameter 

constant 
transit time in SPICE = 1.6 x 10-l1 s 

electron charge = 1.60210 x C 
constant 
constant 

constant 

constant 

constant 

constant 

Debye temperature = 645 K (Si) 
fine structure constant = 1/137 (Si) 

Boltzrnann constant = 6.6256 x J/K 

Planck constmt = 1 -380% x J/K 

effective mass = 0.946 x 9.1091 x kg 

speed of light in vacuum = 2.997925 x 



Constants and variables used in the Non-fundamental GR Noise Models (for 

valence band en 

Table 5Sb Constants and variables used in the non-fundamental GR noise model for E E T  

5.5 Applying the iWodels to Noise Data 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the idea of using both the GR noise and the flicker noise 

spectrum to construct a noise model for our experimental data. The symbols in this 

figure are the trend of our experimental results obtained from a 4L degree polynomial 

curve fitting. Figure 5.2 shows our actual experimental data measured from a device of 

emitter area 3.2 pm2 and the modelling results using parameters shown in Figure 5.2b. 

The GR noise model in Figure 5.2 uses the activation energy (820eV) determined 

previously in the experimental section. As seen in these figures, the fundamental flicker 

noise is a weak temperature-dependent function while the GR noises depend heaviiy on 

temperam and appear as 'hills'. 



Temperature [K] 

Figure 5.la - Two GR-noise spectra were used together with the fundamental flicker 
noise to fit the experimental data 

Total Noise 

1 0 0  150 20i) 250 300 350 400 450 

Temperature, T jK] 

Figure 5.lb - A plot identical to Figure 5.13 except for a wider temperature range 
k i n g  used 



Tcntpcra ture f K] 
. . 

Figure 5-21 An GR noise spcctra with Et = 880 meY was used together with another 
GR nuisc spcclra and the iundan~ental nickcr noise to fit the expcrimenbi data 

Figure 5.2b - A plot identical to Figurc 52a except for n wider temperature range 
being used 



The corresponding noise spectrum was shown in Figure 5.3 in which the triangles are the 

experimental data. It c m  be seen in this graph that the two GR noises have Lnrentzian 

L trum. shape and add two 'bumps' to the l/f noise spe- 

GR Noise #I 3.2 ffmnz 

GR Noise #2 

0.0 1 0.1 1 10 100 loo0 10000 100000 

Frequency, f [Ha] 

Figure 5.3 - Simulated and experi;;..cn';ll n o i ~ e  spectrum corresponding to the data in 
previous figure. 

Figure 5.4 show the variation of the noise spectrum with the emitter area. Solid lines in 

this figure are simulation results obtained by setting the exitter area variable in the 

model used in Figure 5.1 to 0.5 x 3.2 pm2, 2 x 3.2 pm2, 4 x 3.2 p n 2  and 30 x 3.2 pm2. 

The measured noise data are represented by the symbols in the figure. 



Log-Log Graph 

2 
Emitter Area in multiples of 4 x 0.8 pm 

Figure 5.4 - Variation of the noise spectrum with the emitter area, 

Using the experimental data for a neutron-irradiated JFET in [23], we tested the 

agreement between published data and the results generated from our noise model. 

Figure 5.5 shows the five GR noise spectra obtained from our noise model using the five 

trap activation energy obtained in [23]. The fundamemil flicker noise was also used 

since mobility fiuctuations due to lattice scattering occurs in a mT as the electrons 

move fiom the source to the drain. Similar scattering mechanism implies similar 

temperature dependence. In this figure, the dash line with crosses are our model without 

using fundamental flicker while the solid line is our model with both the GR noise and 

the flicker noise. From the fitting resdts, the normalized current noise power is found t, 

be proportional to A" where m = -2.04. The valves of Cnf was determined to be 1.39 x 

for the first trap and 3.42 x 



Temperature [K] 

Total Noise 

-k + -r --A -F.- Totaf Noisc without Flicker Noisc 

Figure 5.5 - K. K. Wang's experimental data for a neutron-irradiated JFET 1231 was 
used to test the noise model's ability to fit other GR noise data. 

In Figure 5.6, the lines shows the simulation results obtained from the same model by 

setting the frequency variable to IOHz, 100 Hz, IkHz, IOkEiz and 100kHz. The symbols 

shown in the figure are experimental data from [23]. The values of Cnf used in the 

model range from 1 x to 2 x 10-l~. 



Temperature [K] 

Figure 5.6 - Complete experimental data in 1231 for a neutron-irradiated JFET was 
used to test the noise model's ability to fit other GR noise data with respect to the noise 

variation with frequency. 

Furthermore, the experimental data reported in [41] was used to test the base current 

dependence of our noise model. The simulation result represents by the top solid line as 

shown in Figure 5.7 was constructed by addirlg one GR noise spectnrm to the flicker 

noise spectrum. The orher two spectra were obtained by setting the variable It, in the 

noisz model to 3 pA and 1 ph. From this comparison, one can see the agreement 



between the experimental noise results from [41] and the noise model's prediction is 

extremely good. 

Frcqucncy [Hz] 

0 Expcrirncntal data - Our Noisc nlodcl 

Figure 5.7 - Experimental data reported in I411 was used to test the base current 
dependence of our noise model. 

Based on above fitting examples, one can see that. the noise model presented in this 

chapter is capable of fitting a wide range of data and produce a good prediction of the 

noise power with v'uying frequency, temperature, emitter area and biasing current levels. 



Chapter 6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis, a low frequency noise model for bipolar junction transistors that 

can predict the variation of the noise power with different operating conditions was 

developed. This model consists of a fundamental flicker noise and a non-fundamental 

GR noise. Together with the current and emitter area dependence determined from the 

experiments, these two noise sources were combined into a single expression that gave 

good apeement with a wide range of low frequency noise data in BJTs as a function of 

frequency, temperature, base current and emitter area. 

From the experiments, the variation of the cwrent noise power spectra Sib(f) 

with the base current ib shows that Sib(f) is proportional t ibY with y close to 2. Curve 

2 
fitting the experimental carrier number fluctuation AN using the GR noise model 

showed that Sib(fi is proportional to the square of the collector current, and inversely 

proportional to the square of the emitter area. This experimental finding indicates that in 

smaller emitter area BSTs a reduction in area by 3 results in almost an order of 

magnitude increase in the current noise power. 

A collector current fluctuation model due to fluctuating occupancy of the traps 

in the depletion region was developed in this research in order to provide an physical 

explanation for the current and emitter area dependence observed. Predictions based on 

this model were in good agreement with experimentally deduced relationships between 

the current noise power variation with emitter size and base current. A simple way of 

measuring the cap level energy from the noise data was derived from this model and 

was experimentally verified. 



IE summary, this research work improved the understanding of the noise 

characteristics of bipolar transistor studied and provides a noise model that is simple 

enough to be used for simulation purposes, and detailed enough to describe the variation 

of low ficquency noise with frequency, temperature, base current and emitter area 
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Appendix I - Derivation of the Effective Hooge's - 
parameter 

Assuming all  momentum gain by the carrier in the electric field 6 is lost in the lattice 
during a collision, then 

- 
where x is the direction of current flows. Equivalently, 

s t C d  
where p = - 

m*, 

Matthiesen's rule states that the frequency of collision is given by the sum of frequencies 
of each individual scattering mechanism and 

therefore, 

s t d  multiplying each side by - we have 
n?! 

Taking the derivative of the above equation, we get 



From Hooge's equation, 

Therefore, 

P 
= C z a,, 

i pi 

p2 
Since the factor 7 indicates how m w h  a certain flicker noise source in average 

contributes to the overall flicker noise, it is actually a probability factor that depends on 
temperature. 



1 g-, d'i Appendix II - Derivation of McWhorter's model lur u R  
noise 

The Derivaf ion of McWhorter's model [7] 

Non-fundamental flicker noise arises from traps, crystal defects, dislocations etc. 
The emission and capture of carriers by the processes of generation and recombination is 
described by the following differential equation 

where AN is the fluctuation of the number of carriers, T is the lifetime of the captured 
carriers, H(t) is a random number fluctuation and therefore a white noise. Expanding the 
terms intc Fourier series, we have 

27~ n 
where on = - T and n = 0, +1, &2, ... . Substitute equation (A2.2) and (A2.3) into 

d 
(A2.1) and since ; = j a,, for a harmonic wave, we nave 

-00 

For any signal E(t) which has a Fourier series of z y n  exp ('jqt), the power spectrum of 

E(t), S,O = Em 2 T y, . Therefore we have S,(Q = lim 2 T a, a: and 
T->- T->- 



S,(f) = Ern 2 T p,, j.3: . Using equation (A2. I), M e have 
T-> - 

From (A2.5), we have, 

Since in our case, as illustrated from our experirnenr, the driving force h(tj, which is the 
random fluctuation in the number of carriers, is area and current dependent, th, s p ectrum 
of the driving force H(t). For f=O, since H(t) is a white noise, in the case of BJT, S,,(f) = 

S,(O). Using this 

2 T 
Therefore S,,(f! = 4 ANi 

1 + d 2 2 '  
For n trap centers, we simply add their powers 

n - 
2 

together and obtain the McWhorter model of S,, ( f )  = 4 AN- 
' i  

i=l 1+w2xi2 '  



Anmennix HI - Derivation of Equation (2.1 *-rr -=-* 

The Derivation of Equation (2.39) (from 121) 

Let n, be the number of surface traps, n be the number of trapped electrons, no be 
the number of napped electrons at equilibrium, a be the generation rate constant arid b be 
the rec~mbkation rate constant. (nT - n) is the number of empty traps. Then the 
generation rate (trapping rate) is proportional to the number of empty traps and the 
recombination rate (release rate) is proportional to the number of trapped electrons, 

g ! ~ )  = e C,raT - n) and (83.1) 

At equilibrium, 

This gives equation (2.19a). From (A2.1), 

Furthermore, using (A3.3) 

This gives equation (2.19b). 
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Electron charge: q := 1.602*10-'~ C 

1 
Fine structure constant: or0 := - 

137 
Planck's constant : h := 6.6329 lod3" J *  s 

Boltzmann's constant : k := 1.38 * J - 
K 

Speed of light : c := 3.10 8 mls ' 

Effective mass of carrier: rn := 1.00 9.1 

Lattice spacing: - 10 a := 6.20*10 m 

---- POD, ---- A4.2 Culculate the factor G(T) = r 7 required in ======== 

------- ------- the calculation of a which is described in equation (2.54) ====== 
P 

Define d.c. Current Gain p(T) 

Notice: almost all results come from 87, not A1. Betas are 1 18,116,143,124,126, 1 19 from 
45 to 0.5 



Graph ufciurcnf gain Seiu vs. Temp 
Graph c,CCommon 80se Curreni C a h  

Facm vs. Temp 

Define the Base-Emitter Capacitance Cbe : 

q := 1.60210- 1 6 1 9  k := 1,35051- TFI := 1.6*10" s IS1 := 2.657 - 10-'i 

IblA := 1 Icl A( T) := IblA p(T) sicne Ib is normalized to 1 A in our cafculation. 

TF1 *Ic f F) Assume device operating under normal active mode, Coe(T,Ic) := -* 
( k - T j  thus Cbe >> Cbc 

0 500 1690 
T 

Define the Transconductance gm and the Transistor Cutoff Freque~cyf~ 

Graph of Tramconducmnce vr. Tpn?~cmatwe 



Define Carrier Saturation Velocity V s  for Silicon : 

Graph afCmier SaturorLon Vcfociry Vs vs Temperarure 

Define the Electron Diffusion Gonstant Dn(T) : 

Tn(T) := --i_ 
3 0  

17 -3 Totat Impurity concentration =Nd := 7 - I0 m Xi3 := 1 -  :018 m-3 

Cakxlate the Quasi-electron Fermi Level 

m0 := 9.1091 me-eff := i.28*mO for electron in Si mh-eff := 0.946-mO 

ni(T) := Efi(T) := -+--h1 E ~ ( T )  3-k-T imi_cff] - 
2 4 1 me-eff 

t := lO,4O .. 7!M 

Graph of the inmhsic Femi Level and he Hole Fermi Levef VS. Temperature 



Calculate the Impurity Scattering and Lattice Scattering factors 

- 5 - 
me-eff 2 

16 . 
Calculate the Electron and Hole Mobilities f l a  := 1.5*10 Na-mar := 2.5. 1016 Nd = 2.10 16 

F 

-2.23 1 

-0.57 7 .4 .  1 0 8 * ~  
un(T,Nd) := 88*Tn(T) 

+ r Nd -0.88 Tri (T )  
- 0.146 

I f I[ 1.26. ~ o " * T ~ ( T ) ~ " ]  

Graph of Electron Mobility (un), Hole Mobility (uh), Mobiiily due to 
Lorfice Scaffering (ul) and Mobility due to Impurity Scattering (ui) vs. 



Define the minimum vaiue 

Emitter Width : 

of hole conc. at !he two ends of the emitter (p-ration =In 

;o(T,We> := . . p-rat 
D h ( T , N a )  Graph of the minimum ratio of hole cone at . .  , 

the two ends of emitter vs. Temperature 

Graph of C(T) used in the 
Calculation of the Hooge's 
Parameters vs. Temp 1.4' 

G[ T, B I A ,  we] - 



................................................................................................................... 

Complete GR Noise Model (for each trap in BJT) 

All energy level refers to valence band 

m ( E t  ,T )  := Eg(T) -Et  = Ec- EL 

For Electron Trap : 

T [ T O , A E I ( E ~  ,T) , T I  
S G R I [ C ~ ~ , ~ , E ~  , ~ , f , q ]  := Cnf* -f t (Et  , T ) - ( 1  -ft(Et , T ) )  

[ 1 + [ [ 2 * n * f ] * r [ ~ 0  , A E I ( E ~  .T) , T ] ] ~ ]  

For Hole Trap : 
. r [ 7 0 , ~ t  ,T I  

S G R ~ [ C ~ ~ , T O , E ~ , T , ~ , ~ ]  := Cnf* f t ( E t  , T ) * ( l  -ft(Et ,T)) 
[ I  + [ [ 2 * n f ] * r [ r 0  , ~ t  . T ] ] ~ ]  

*******************4***********+****tt**********+*******************+******************************************** 

A4.3.1 Verifying Mohammed I. Abdafa et af's Method ("The Excess Noise in GaAs 
MESFET". Noise in Physical Systems and I / f  Fluctuation ICNF 1991, pp 187) 

The Si * f method - s 

yl ,  := 
[a,  *[3]*%] 2, := [a2*[72]*ws] y:, := yl ,+  y 2 , + B  

[ I  + [ [ v ~ ] ~ ~  [ I  +[-$p2]' j 



The g-r noise spectrum 

A4.3.2 Using Noise Model in Section 5.3 to Fit Experimental Data Measured for our 
Bipolar Transisotrs 

Emtter Area : 
2 

A := (0.5 1 2 4 15 30 4 9  T-3.2+[ 1c6] 
Parameters of the two traps for all six sizes : 

3.41 lo-" 
Cnf := 

1.37- 10-l8 2.73 - 10-l8 7.68. 10-l8 1.54- 10-l8 1.73 - lo-'" 

12.13.16" 8-53, low3' 3.41 lo-'' 9.56- 16"  3-84. lo-'' 7.68 3.46-Id3' 

Read in Experimental i3esultsNoise versus Temperature 

j:=0,1..9N:=READPIU.I(SI-V) T , : = [ ~ < O ' ] ~ + 2 7 3  ' I T j : = T j  



Define two frequency normalized g-r noises : 

k(T) := I -$(T) All data were normaiizea to Ib = I A ,  therefore Ic = 1 p 

SI&ffiUTION RESULTS FOR X=O,I 3 
G W H  OF Ln (Si) vs Tzmp 

Ln (Si) 

Log 
Normalized 
Noise 
Power 



A4.3.3 Using newly derived Method to calculate the Activation Energy El from the 
Risng Slope 

T<<Tpk.l,T>>l/Tpk : dlnSi/dliT = - 2 q E t / k + q / k T  dEf/dT InT+EF q/k 

r := 
4 3 5 5 4 4 4 1 ~  

' x := 6 start := r[ , , lend := 
8 8 9 8 9 9 9 j  ~ ~ , l ] j  

:= 0 , 1 .. (end - start) 

j0 := 0 , l  .. 9 x i .  := 
1 

zlj := I ~ [ [ N < "  " Ij + nan] 
nj+-sm 

a0 := slope(x1 , z!) bO := intercepr(x1 , z l )  cO := con(x1 , z i )  

a0 = -1,892.10 4 
bO = 24.285 co = -0.957 

Graph of Normalized Noise versus Reciprxal Temperature 
Determine the Trap Energy Level 

(Ec - Eg for electron trap and (Et - Evj for hole trap 



A4.3.4 Verify the Fermi Level Dependence on the other Side : 

x := 3 T := 273 ,275 .. 3737'3 := 273 ,275 .. 323 

Graph of Normalized Noise versus Rec@rmal Temperature 

To Veriq the Fermi-Level Dependence on the Rising Slope 

A4.3.5 Determin from experimental data, A's power in the graph of log normalized 
fb versus area In (SillcA2) = In c tau0 - m In A 

jT := 4 TTj, -273 = 85 Size := (.5 1 2 4 15 30 45) T 

start := 0 end := 6 x := 0,l .. (end - stm) xO := 0 , 1 .. 6 



Graph of Normalized Noise Power measured for Experiments vs. Temperature 

Slope = a0 = -2.238 

- 
84.3.6 Determine how the Number Fluctuation m2 varies with the Emitter Area 

(Pasted directly from file Sf-Snf6.mcd) 

Calculate the Quasi-electron Fermi Level 

16 
mO := 9.1091 me-elf := 1.38ernO for electron in Si rnh-eff := 0.946*rnO p := 1.2-10 

<o> Read in raw results i : = O , l . . 9  N:=READPRN(SI-T,):=[N Ii+273 



GR #eke Model for BJT 

Goal : Find Cnf and rn in AArn 
Define R a s  Cnl / AAm, which can be determined by fitting 
the model to the  experimental data. Then by plotting R vs.A, 

both Cnf and rn can be determined. 

1 
f T )  := , [ [ 

1 t exp ( q * ( ( E t - E f I T ) ) ) )  1' 
k*T I. J 

Tc (T) := 1 - p( T) Since noise data were normalized to Ib = I A 

Define two g-r noise x := 3 



Graphs of Noise Data and Noise Mode! vs. Temperature 

Determine Cnf and rn in AArn by plotting R = Cnf / AAm versus emitter area in a log-log graph 
12 

j := 0 , l  .. 6 Size := (.5 1 2 4 15 30 45) T * 3 . 2 - [ l ~ - 6 j  - d siope[x9. y919x9. +intercept[ x9 .  yg]] 
y9- := l o g [ [ ~ < j >  lo] fii91j := 1 xgj := log[ size,] , J O[ slope[xa, ~ 8 1 ~ x 8 .  + intercqt[x8, y8]] [[ 'j' I l l  fit81j := 1 ~8~ := 1og[Sizej] ~8~ := log R J 

Graphs of Cnf (=AN') versus Emitter Area 

Semi-Log Graph Log-Log Graph 

10 interccp~[ x9 . y9] - 
sIope(x8, y8) = -2.144 - 1,389- 

m 
slope ( x8 , y8) = -2.037 10 intercept[ x8 . 8 1  = 3.418.10-~~ 



8 
Speed of light in vac c := 3 -  10 m/s 

rn := 1.00*9.1*10-'~~ 

a for Umklapp Process: m a1 = 6,201 

a for Normal Collision Process: 

Debyte Temperature for Si: e := 645 K 

Probability factors: 

Composite Hooge's parameter: aH( T) := a1 -PI (T)  + a2(T)  - P2(T) 

Convert x to actual area x=(0,1,2,3,4,5,6) Area=0.32*10A-32*{0.5,1 ,2,15,30.45) 

E(x)  := A, 

*****.*****t********************************.********.*********************+****~******************************** 

Fundamental Flicker Noise Model 

Plot of both noise vs frequency max j := 20 j := 0 , I  .. max J f j  := 1 



Graph of Total Nois?, GGR Noise #I, GR Noise #2 and Flicker Noise 
Der~ied from Model versus frequency 

Graph of Total Noise, GR Noise # I ,  GR Noise #2, 
Flicker Noise and Experimental Data 

vs Temperature 

Total CH , x , Ti , fO [ ] 



Graph Identical lo the Previous One except wifh a Wider 
Temperature Range 

A4.5.t Modelling J-Kilrner et at, "Mobility Fluctuation lif Noise in Silicon p+-n-p Transistor 
," Solid State Electronics, Vol-28, (3), pp 287-288 (1 985) 

Read in actual results max-i := 19 i := 1 .2  .. mix-iM2 := REXDF%V(#KMER) 
*****t******~******f*************f***ff**************~*********~********.******.~************************** 

GR Noise Model (for BJT., :: is temperature dependent) 





GR Noise Definitions (for JFET, ft is treated as temperature independent) 

A 4 5 2  Modelling K.K.Wang, A. Van der Ziel, and E.R.Chenettels Experimental Result 
[K.K. Wang,"Fundmental of Semiconductor Theory and Device Physics", Prentice Hall, New 
Jersey, pp 21 5, (1 989) 

max-i := 28 i := 0, l . .  mM2 := READPRN(KKWANG) Ti := [Id2 <o> ] 
I 

Graph of K. K. Wang's Noise Data and Our Noise Model vs. Temperature 

50 100 150 200 2 50 300 350 
T. 1 1  .T. .T i 'T i 'T i ' t t  'tt'!t'tt ' t t  

l2mecll 
Noise vs. T e r n  

Y axis : 
In Si [AA2/Hz] 

J axis : 
Temperature [K] 

encv ; 
10 Hz 
100 Hz 
1 kHz 
10 kHz 
80 kHz 



fover_3(x) := if(xm l@A0,4 , 5 )  

fover2(x)  := i f (x  = 1000,3 , fover_3(x)) fover-l ( x )  := if(x = 100,2, fover_2(fO)) 

Get-f(x) := if(x = 10 , l  , fover-1 ( x ) )  f_2_i(x) := Get-f(x) f L i ( f O )  = 2 

- 18 Graph of K. K- Wang's Experimental Data, Total Noise from Noise 
rn := 10 Model, Total Noise less flicker Noise, ine Fi,./e GR Noises and the 

Flicker Noise vs. Temperature 


